Esprit: The sun always shines
Sunglasses 2022

Enjoy the freedom of a new summer with Esprit! Making you feel as good as you look, Esprit’s
sunny, upbeat vibe brings people together to celebrate life in fresh, fashionable styles that are
high quality, relaxed and timeless.
For Esprit, it´s all about reconnecting and feeling free. New Esprit sunglasses convey this
sentiment in clean and comfortable profiles that fit a life led with confidence and ease.
Slender metal, thin acetate, ultralight and innovative material combinations are revealed in simple
lines and modern shapes. The color palette unveils striking olive green, dark rose, earthy brown
and Atlantic blue as the must-haves for the new season. Imaginative color accents, sophisticated
transparent tones and cool gradients set these sunglasses apart and attest Esprit’s fashion
forward sensibility.

ET40048/ET40048P (unisex) Step out in style with these great new Esprit sunglasses. Inspired
by the pilot look, this profile is geometrical and complemented by super thin temple lines. The
frame’s calm simplicity is broken up by color accents on upper rims and temple tips. Choose rose,
blue or brown with gradient lenses, or try polarized lenses in the black model.
Colors
515 Rose
535 Brown
543 Blue
P 538 Black

ET40049 (unisex) Embark on a new journey full of adventure and take these modern Esprit
sunglasses with you. Made of light, fine metal, this unisex form combines both angular and
rounded lines in a low-key, trend shape that’s perfect on any face. This comfortable metallic style
sports a refreshing color pop on rims and temple tips.

Colors
524 Silver
534 Pink
545 Havana
547 Green

ET40050 (unisex) Feel good and look good in this timeless pilot frame with natty gradient lenses
by Esprit. Designed for ease and comfort, this high-quality eyewear comes in metallic silver, rose
and gold tones, while the rims and end-tips are painted in dark berry, olive green, beige or black.
Colors
515 Rose
524 Silver
527 Olive green
584 Gold

ET40051/ET40051P (man) Reconnect with your team in these casual-sporty men’s sunglasses
from Esprit. The thin, rectangular profile in matt gun, matt silver or classic black is super
masculine and an instant eyecatcher. This look is built for comfort and speed. For additional
comfort, check out the polarized model with green lenses.
Colors
505 Gray
538 Black
P 524 Silver

ET40052 (woman) Lean into new lightness and liberty in these captivating women’s sunglasses
by Esprit. The softly square, oversized look is undoubtedly feminine and tastefully revealed in a
combination of milky and transparent summer tones. In gray, blue, dark rose and brown, this
beautiful sun wear comes with gradient lenses and features a striking color detail on temples.
Colors
505 Gray
535 Brown
543 Blue
577 Purple

ET40053 (woman) Yearning for the thrill of new fashion? Then try these seductive, cat-eye
sunglasses from Esprit. The light, acetate frame leaves a lustrous impression thanks to shiny
acetate in milky tones of gray, brown, blue and green, and gradient lenses. Designed for comfort
and style, this adventurous accessory will lift every outfit.
Colors
505 Gray
535 Brown
543 Blue
547 Green

ET40056 (woman) Make an instant impression with this cool sun accessory by Esprit. These
rounded sunglasses in shiny transparent tones of rose, brown, black and blue look arresting and
feel greatly comfortable thanks to ultralight and plastic materials. A metal detail with matt finishing
sets temples apart.
Colors
515 Rose
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue

ET40055 (man) Modern vintage takes on new life in these handsome men’s Esprit sunglasses.
This classic rectangular profile highlights a relaxed and easy-going look. Ultralight and flexible
plastic materials in modern brown, black, blue and Havana add comfort to this attractive style.
Temples reveal a flourish: a metallic logo detail with matt finishing.
Colors
535 Brown
538 Black
543 Blue
545 Havana

ET40041 (woman) Strike a pose in these statement-making sunglasses by Esprit. Light and
comfortable, this design features rounded rims in distinctive color notes combined with
transparent TR90 material. Fresh metallic shading, on rims, bridge and temples, provides a
dramatic contrast and enhances the fancy feel of this summery look.

Colors
505 Gray
531 Red
535 Brown
543 Blue

ET40042 (woman) Rediscover the hip appeal of rounded sunglasses in this delectable new
Esprit look. These casual frames evoke a summer festival vibe with their silvery circular lines.
Rims are tastefully hand painted in the latest hues of gray, red, brown and blue. Light plastic
temples are color matched and enhance comfort.
Colors
505 Gray
531 Red
535 Brown
543 Blue

Esprit Kids Sunglasses 2022: Chasing fun in the sun
When it comes to kids’ style, Esprit puts the “fun” into function with clothing and accessories that
bring joy to little ones every day. Colorful, fresh and comfortable, the latest sunglasses are cool
yet protective accessories for everyday summer frolics.
ET19798 Check out these stylish and functional Esprit sunglasses for kids! This perfect wear for
boys and girls is built to withstand sun, sand and sea action this summer. The classic, square
shape comes in allover red, blue and purple with a colorful stripe detail on end tips. A black and
white model with mirror lenses promises to be a showstopper.
Colors
531 Red
538 Black
543 Blue
577 Purple

ET19799 Girls will love to try out these adorable Esprit sunglasses this summer. This light,
contemporary frame is decked out in fresh summer combinations that bring the color and taste of

a summer sundae to mind: yummy pink, cranberry, purple and deep-sea blue. Mirror lenses add
a fashionable edge to the pink look.
Colors
534 Pink
543 Blue
544 Cranberry
577 Purple

ET40300 Grab your rackets or hit the track in these sporty Esprit frames for boys and girls. The
iconic square shape in fresh shades features a color detail between temples and fronts. Mirrored
lenses on all models look totally chilled and are sure to dazzle opponents.
Colors
505 Gray
531 Red
538 Black
543 Blue

ET40301 Keep it sleek and effortless this summer with these cool boys’ wraparound shades from
Esprit. Slender and athletic, but nonetheless comfortable, this frame comes in classic tones black, blue, red or gray – so perfect for easy accessorizing with casual or formal looks. All but the
red model sport mirror lenses.
Colors
505 Gray
531 Red
538 Black
543 Blue
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About CHARMANT Group:
For over sixty years, CHARMANT Group has been renowned worldwide for its pioneering work in
the research and development of new technologies in the optical industry. By striving for
perfection and for the uncompromising high quality of its products, the Japanese company has

developed into one of the most important producers and providers in the highly competitive
international ophthalmic optics market. With its goal to unreservedly fulfil the wishes and
demands of its customers, CHARMANT can always be depended on for the highest quality
awareness and outstanding service. This engagement and this passion are clearly seen in
CHARMANT Group house brands as well as licensed brands. Thanks to its expertise in the
production of high-quality spectacle frames and its comprehensive global sales network in over
100 countries, CHARAMANT Group is greatly respected as a reliable business partner.
For further information please contact:
Local PR contact

